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THE OPTIMOD-FM SYSTE~I 

A complete family of audio processing equipment for PM broadcast. Start with 
the 0PT™0D-FM Audio Processor; add complementary accessories to meet your 
specific requirements. 
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OPTIMOD-FM AUDIO PROCESSOR .. .. . ...... .. .. 4 

8100A/1 OPTIMOD-FM Audio Processor/ Stereo Generator: A 
complete audio processing system with integrated ste reo generator. 

SIX-BAND IJMITER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 

8100A/XT2 Six-Band Limiter: An optional accessory that improves 
loudness, brightness, and consiste ncy compared to 0PTIM0 D-PM 
processing alone. 

OPTIMOD-FM ACCESSORIES . .... 10 

8100A/ST Studio Chassis: An optional accessory that splits 
0PTIM0D-FM into two sections, so that the compressor can be 
located at the studio to protect land lines or microwave links. 
Compatible with XT2 Six-Band Limiter. 

ACC-022 FM Filter Card: Permits increased loudness, reduces 
inte rference with SCA subcarriers. Facto ry-installed option for new 
8100A/1 units; supplied as a Field Retrofit Kit for existing units. 

ACC-025 Composite Isolation Transformer: An optional 
accessory to permit 0PT™O D-FM to feed more than one exciter, 
to permit longer cable runs, and to eliminate ground loops between 
0PTIM0D-FM and exciter if they occur. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS . . . . . . . 12 

SPECIFICATIONS . ......... . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

All mains powered items are 115/ 230V, 50/ 60Hz. They are shipped 
wired for 115V unless o therwise specified. 
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COMMON SYSTEM CO~FIGCRATIO~S 
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via land lines (analog or digital) 
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Program feed from studio to transmitter 
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STL 
TRANSMITTER 

COMPOSITE I MICROWAVE 
STL 

RECEIVER 

FM EXCITER/ 
TRANSMITTER AF 

Program feed from studio to transmitter via composite sn 
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OPTL\1OD-FM 
ALTIIO PROCESSOR 

Model Sl00A/1: A complete 
audio processing syste m with 
integrated stereo ge nerator. 

D An integrated compressor. 
limiter, peak controller, and 
stereo generator. 

D Replaces conventional 
compressors, AGCs (automatic 
gain controls), limiters, and 
clippers. 

D Provides louder, cleaner, and 
brighter audio - applicable to 
any format. 

0 Rides gain over a 25dB range. 

0 Transparent, natural sound 
quality meets the highest 
subjective standards - free 
from the audible disconion 
typical of many processing 
methods. 

Advanced technical features 
help you make most efficient 
use of rhe available carrier 
deviation while preventing 
overmodu lation. 

0 Excellent stability and 
reliability - proven by the 
thousands of OPTIMOD-FM 
units on the air throughout the 
world. 

The Industry-Standard.FM Audio Processor 
OPTIMOD-PM was designed to 

serve both the broadcaster and the 
listener by combining previously 
independent level control functions 
into an integrated audio processing 
system for FM broadcast. The 
result is an open and natural 
sound - whether used merely for 
light control over levels, or for the 
heavier processing often desired for 
youth-oriented formats. It's a sound 
with a uniquely favorable combination 
of impact, clarity, loudness, and 
brightness, no matter how you choose 
10 operate it. 

OPTIMOD-FM is considered by 
many to be the industry standard, 
with many thousands of units on the 
air - not onl y in the United States 
bur also in many other countries -
on stations that play loud rock music, 
soft popular music, classical music, 
talk programs, or a mixture of all! 

Stations using OPTIMOD-FM stand 
out with a strong, solid, high-quality 
signal that is likely to attract and hold 
an audience. 

OPT/MOD-FM- The Sound That 
Successfully Competes 

Most FM stations exist in a 
competitive environment. Even public 
broadcasters reaUze that they compete 
with the private stations for listeners. 
OPTIMOD-FM gives your station a 
powerful competitive tool to better 
serve your audience. 

OPTIMOD-FM is highly versatile. It 
can be easily set up to maintain the 
highest fidelity to the source material 
- or to achieve improved consistency 
with varying source material while 
still maintaining the texture of the 
original - or to create a sound that is 
loud and dense, but with remarkable 
freedom from unpleasant artifacts. 

Pop and rock music stations 
often desire a sound that attracts 
listeners by being louder than other 
stations. OPTIMOD-FM accomplishes 
this easily. 

Mixed format stations can set 
OPTIMOD-FM to provide a dramatic 
high-impact sound for popular music, 
and to maintain consistent levels 
on talk programs, and to sound 
extremely open and uncompressed on 
classical music, all without changing 
control settings on the processor. 

Classical format stations face a 
unique dilemma: The dynamic range 
of modem recordings is often so 
wide that, when listening levels are 
adjusted for comfortable loudness on 
loud passages, the softer passages 
are impossible to hear in the car or 
on portable and table radios. Yet 
it's that wide dynamic range that 
contributes to the impact of the 
music - conventional compressors 
squash classical music and make it 
sound dull and lifeless. 

OPTIMOD-FM can reduce the 
effective dynamic range while 
maintaining the intended anistic 
impact of the crescendos. During the 
day, when listening is more casual, 
OPTIMOD-FM maintains consistent 
levels for easy listening. And in the 
evening, backing off levels on the 
console reduces the compression, 
to give the wider dynamic range 
preferred by serious listeners in quiet 
home environments. 
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OPT/MOD-FM Audio Processing At Work The Result 

OPTIMOD-FM provides four 
level control functions: (1) slow 
gain riding. (2) adjustable control of 
dynamic mnge, (3) automatic control 
of bass-to-midrange balance, and 
(4) precise peak control to prevent 
overmodulation and to compensate 
for the effect of the pre-emphasis 
curve. 

Gain riding - by OPTIMOD-FM 
instead of your operator: levels 
are anfully controlled over a 25d8 
rnnge, compensating for rnrying input 
levels, while maintaining a consistent 
loudness on the air. 

OPTIMOD-FM controls dynamic 
range: Set its compression .slow, for 
a subtle smoothness that makes it 
difficult to distinguish the air sound 
from the processor's input. Set it 
faster to produce a louder air sound. 
Or set it for heavy processing that 
produces a sound that seems 10 jump 
out of tbe radio. 

Some program material suffers 
from too much or too little bass: 
When desirable. OPTIMOD-FM's 
dual-hand AGC (automatic gain 
control) can be :,;et to provide 
automatic bass equalization, 
increasing ba:-s on thin-sounding 
source material, and reducing it when 
heavy bass comes along. 

Conversely. OPTIMOO-FM can be 
npcrtllecl "wideband" - the frequency 
response remains flat except during 
extremely heavy hass material that 
would otherwi:-e cause audible 
spectral gain intermodulation between 
bass and midrange. 

lf even greater consistency 
is desired than that provided 
by OPTIMOO-FM alone, add the 
8100NXT2 Six-Band Limiter. It 
employs six hand,; (instead of 
two) lo provide more detailed 
.. automatic equalization .. throughout 
the audio spectrum. See page 7 of 
this brochure. 

Peak control without the 
"_peak limiter" sound: To prevent 
overmoclulation, peak.~ must be 
strictly controlled, especially at high 
frequencies due to the increase in 
peak level created by pre-emphasis. 
But if the peak-control processing 
:iffects the aver-,1ge level, its action will 
be unnatural and irritating ( the ear is 
very sensitive to changes in averngt: 
level). 

So we have included our 
exclusive distortion-cancelling clipper 
and FCS (Frequency-ContC>ured 
Sidechain) Overshoot Compensator -
sophisticated and patented circuitry 
that controls peaks precisely without 
affecting the average level and 
without introducing audible distortion. 

With OPTIMOD-FM. the 
high-frequency power limitation of 
the pre-emphasis/ de-emphasis process 
is almost never audibly apparl.!nl. 
OPTlMOD-FM's high-frequency limiter 
and disto1tion-cancelling clipper 
operate as a system to permit much 
more subjective brightness (without 
audible distortion) than traditional 
variahle-emphasis high-frequency 
limiters. 

f--i 
.. .l. 

.!. -• 

The listener enjoys a satisfying, 
attrnctive sound that is ideally 
processed for the format, and so is 
pleasant and easy to listen to for long 
periods of time. 

The broadcast engineer 
achieves a strong signal that can 
maximize modulation without risk of 
over-deviation. 

The station management makes 
best use of its overall technical 
resources to serve the largest possible 
area and attract the desired audience. 

OPTIMOD-FM 

-- _l,_ 
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OPTIMOD-FM's Integral Stereo Generator (Coder) 

Typical stand-alone stereo coders include pre-emphasis networks and low -pass filters. 

The pre-emphasis boosts high frequencies to either 
the 75µs or 50µs standard curve; the low-pass filters 
protect the 19kHz pilot and prevent distortion caused 
by aliasing-related non-linear crosstalk. Unfortunately, 
these networks and filters are rarely compensated 
to achieve ideal group delay characteristics, so they 
distort the intended sbape of the waveform as il passes 
through, producing overshoots which unnecessarily 
cause overmodulation. 

Figure I 
Typic:11 response of uncompensated 

low-pa$$ filter (as used in conventional 
stereo coders). showing significant 

overshoot. 
( I kl lz square wave) 

In conventional (non-OPTIMOD-FM) installations, 
the audio processor and peak limiter are placed 
hefore the stereo coder. Since the low-pass filters in 
a conventional coder add overshoots (3dB is typical), 
the carefully peak-controlled audio at the output of the 
peak limiter doc:sn't stay peak-controlled by the time 
it reaches the output of 1he coder. (Some progr:1m 
material can cause overshoots of up to 6dB!) To 
prevent spurious ovem1odulaIion by these peaks, 
the output of the processor must be reduced by a 
l'omplementary amount, which also reduces your 
avcraRe loudness! 

OPfIMOD-FM's integrated system concept permits a different approach. 

The pre-emphasis networks and low-pass fi lters are 
placed before the final peak protection circuitry. There's 
nothing between the peak protection circuitry and the 
stereo coder to change the shape of the waveform. 
And the low-pass filters are group-delay equalized an<.I 
overshoot compensated so that the final safety clippers 
mrt.!ly have to work. 

Figure 2 
Group delay compen.~ation applied to 
filter in Pig. 1 reduces but does nut 

ellminatt:: overshoot. 
( 1 kHz square wave) 

Figure 3 
OPTIMOD-FM's over:-hoot compensa1ed 

filler show,, nt:gligihle overshoot 
compared to the: filter in Fil-(. I 1>r !. . 

(1 kl lz square wave) 

The OPTIMOD-FM System integrates the stereo coder 
with the audio processor to achieve the highest aver.ige 
and peak modulation levels with the least amount of 
audible compression and peak limiting, compared to 
::my other FM processor/ coder system. 

wigfi
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SLX-BAND LIMITER 

Model 8100A/XT2: An 
optional accessory chassis that 
improves loudness, brightness, 
and consistency compared 
to OPTIMOO-FM processing 
alone. 

0 Increases loudness w ithout 
audible side-effects. 

□ Improves spectral consistency 
from source to source. 

0 lncreases presence and 
intelligibility on auto and table 
radios. 

O Provides control over bass, 
presence, brilliance, density, 
and clipping. 

0 Compatib le with any 
8100A-series OPTIMOO-FM. 

Audio Processing For Position 
The 8100AIXT2 SLx-Band Limiter 

provides added power to fine-tune 
your air sound to your target audience 
and market position through precise 
contro l of bass and treble sound 
texture, program density, and program 
dynamics. 

It is for those stations that desire 
a louder or more processed sound 
than that provided by a "stock" 
OPTIMOO-FM set according to our 
recommendations - a louder sound 
with f ewer processing anifacts. 

And it 's an all-Orban, 
all-OP71MOD system, so that all 
parts work together ham1oniously. 

It's more powerful than processors 
sold LO be put in front of an 
O PTIMOD-FM. The XT2's circuitry 
resides in the middle of the 
OPTIMOD-FM, to give you loudness. 
brightness, and clarity. without the 
inevitable side-effects that result when 
other external processors are added. 

The XT2 Sound 
Suppose you have a "barefoot" 

OPflMOD-FM on the air, set to 
its recommended settings. You·re 
listening in your contro l room, 
comparing board program to your air 
sound. You'll notice that air sound is 
louder. the level more consistent. But 
the basic sonic texture is similar to the 
original program material. That's what 
OPTlMOD-FM is famous for. 

Now you add the XT2. The 
sound is suddenly louder and 
brighter, yet still remarkably open. 
The bass has punch, impact. The 
mids are clean, clear, and smooth, 
with a dramatic sense of presence. 
The highs are in perfect balance to 
the mids and lows, always present, 
but never brinle. 

Your music sound has a 
remarkable consistency from cut to 
cut, from a golden oldie to the latest 

CD release. Never boomy or bass-shy, 
never shrill or dull. 

Your announcer's voice has 
increased presence and intelligibility. 
w ithout even a hint of processing 
distortion. 

Your news actualities from 
low -grade telephone calls are much 
more intelligible. 

That's the sound o f the 
8100N1 + XT2 System - clean, 
crisp, and consistent. 

Now compare your sound to 
your over-processed competitors. 
You're as loud or louder. You're 
probably cleaner. But most 
importantly, your sound is 
comfortably listenable for long 
periods of time. With the XT2, there's 
no listener fatigue to drive your 
listeners away. 

A Competitive Weapon 
When to mobilize it: The 

XT2 is at home with those formats 
that demand that "big-time, 
show-business" gloss in their sound: 
mass-appeal highly competitive 
pop formats, such as Contemporary 
Hit Radio, Album Oriented Rock, 
Adult Contemporary, Country, and 
Black/Urban. But the XT2 may not be 
appropriate for a format that demands 
a sound that's strictly faithful to the 
original recording - the ·'barefoot" 
OPTIMOD-FM does this beautifully. 

Even so, the XT2 (when used 
lightly) works surprisingly well for 
some Beautiful Music form:its. Such 
stations are often used as background 
music, and music played softly tends 

to lose its highs and lows. The 
XT2 can correct this to maintain a 
consistent frequency balance from cut 
10 CUL 

And the XT2's consistency helps 
to make the widely-varying spectral 
balances of records from different 
eras more Listenable. Used lightly, 
it can usually augment any live disk 
operation. 

Talk fonnats can similarly benefit 
from the xr2·s consistency. It's 
invaluable in pulling low -grade 
telephone calls and field recordings 
our of the mud, in real time, without 
operator intervention. 
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For the Engineer 

The XT2 consisrs of a six-band limiter c:asrndc:d 
with Orban's patented multi-band distortion-cancelled 
clipper. Functionally, lhe XT2 replaces the 
high-frequency limiter within the 8100NL When 
the XT2 is in use, the OPTIMOD-FM's du::tl-band 
compressor is converte<l into ~1 slow averaging AGC In 
front of the six-band limiter to permit the xrz 10 alw:1ys 
opernte in its "s,veet spot.·· 

The result? Almost any operaror gain-riding 
error is corrected, and the six-band limiter acts as an 
intelligent .. automatic eqtial1zcr" that gives your station a 
consistent, easy-to-listen-to sound, ource to source and 
CUI lo CUL. 

Why s ix bands? 

The OP11MOD-FM already h:ts :i clu:il -b:md 
compressor that works well as long as it is not 
pushcd to produce large increases in progr.im density. 
But when you do uy to get such den::;ity with the 
OPTIMOD-FM alone, the sound may become fatiguing 
- certain program material produces audible and 
disturbing .. spectral gain inte1modulaIion." That is, 
instn1ments in one frequency range can cause audible 
changt:s in Lhe loudness of instrumenb in anotht:r 
frequency mnge: the dominant instrument modulates 
the loudness of the olht:rs. 

To t:lin1inatt: this problem, the H I00A/ 1 + T2 System 
achieves most of its density increase in the XT2's six
band limiter. I3t:cause each band in 1he XT2 processes 
only a fraction of the total spectnIm. the XT2 is virtu,1l1y 

free from spectral gain intermodulation. The outputs of 
the individual bands are applu.:d to their own individual 
peak clippers. which are then followed by filters to 
reduce out-of-band hannonic and IM disto11ion. 

This arrangement is far more efTective than a 
n1scaded system consisting of an OPTIMOD-FM 
preceded by a compressor - wide-band or multi-band. 

The XT2 cannot make a station any louder than 
:In 8J00A m 8100N I OPTJMOD-FM driven with very 
bright progmm material and operated with fast release 
limt: and substantial gain reduction. (No otht:r add-on 
c:in do that either!) But the xr2·s multi-band proct:ssing 
allows you to :ii:hieve thvse very high levels of loudness 
rl'ltbma tbe proct'ssing artifacts that cause listening 
fatigue. 

Getting the sound you want 

Thi.." XT2 sounds superb on hmh music and voice. 
This is a panicularly impo11am point when comparing 
the XT2 tc, other add-ons. Any add-on that goes in 
from of an OPTIMOO-FM relies on the OPTIMOD-FM's 
circuitry to avoid dipping distortion anti to provide 
most of the dcnsiIy increase. And wide• or dual-band 
rnmprcssion after multi-band compression cannot 
hdp hut sound stmincd and pumpy on some: prowam 
material ( pectml gain intem10dula1iun 11gain!)_ 

When selling up the OPTIMOD-FM for maximum 
loudnes:-.. a station is usually limited by how much 
livc-vokc distortion is tolerable - music will wlerate 
more dipping than voice. The 8100 1 + XT2 SysllW 
controls live voice kvds beuer 1han an 81001\/ 1 akin<.:. 

Therefore, it is usually possible to set up the pr<>ccssing 
to get the same high loudness on music as a very 
hcavily opcraIed 8100 J - without the increase in 
voice distortion that almost always accompanies such 
heavy opcr:111011. Any add-on which goes in from of the 
OPTIMOO-FM cannot rnntrol voice distortion ncilrly as 
well. 

The XT2 sounds besl when its multi-band limiters 
are driwn ligh1ly - tht' soumJ is loud, bright, clean, 
easy to listen to. When driven h:ird, the sound gets 
tn<m: dense, hut, surpri ingly, it duesn·t get much 
louder. (Some like it th:it way, so the XT2 provide,;; 
both options.) 

Installation 

The xr2 can bl.' usc·d with any 8100A-scrics 
OPTJMOO-FM, In both single and dual chassis 
configur:itions. It alw~1ys resid<.'s at the main 
OPTIMOD-FM chas:,is, and talks to its host through a 
multi-pin connector and a short inten:onm:<.ting rnble. 
ll rcquires two r..ick units. 

The Model SlO0A/1 is ready to accept the XT2 
without modification. The earlier Model 8100A 
require:, field-conversion ro accept the XT2. The 

conversion commas or mounting a pre-wired multi-pin 
connector in an existing port in the rear panel, and 
soltlering the wires rn appropriate locations on the 
mother board. One plug-in circuit card is replaced 
with an updated version that allows lhe multi-band 
c-ompn::ssor to be used as :i slow AGC. Very minor 
modifirntiuns muse he made to other cards. All pans 
and easy-to-follow conversion instructions :ire supplied 
in Orban·s Retrofit Kit RET-027. 
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Precise Control to Fine-Tune Your Sound 

The XT2 includes all the sound-tailoring adjustments that most station engineers desire to get the sound that's just right 
for the format. And the EQ controls do not affect the midrange sound that is so critical (and so hard to get right with 
most of the other multi-band units). 

Density Increase in the 8100A/1 + XT2 System is achieved by dual-band compression followed by six-band 
limiting. Moderate and subtle 8100A-style density increase coupled with light multi-band limiting achieves an open 
sound without compromising loudness or consistency. 

RELEASE TIME (on the 8100A/1) 
varies the AGC from a slow "hand 
on the fader" 10 a density-augmenling 
dual-band compressor. Eilher way, 
1he mul1i-band limi1ers in the XT2 are 
always driven in their ·sweel spot." 

DENSITY controls the amoum of 
mulli-band limi1ing, and lelS you vary 
1he 1exrure from open and 1ransparem 

CUPPING affects the loudness/dislonion 
1rade-off by controlling how hard the 
clippers are driven. Wilh Orban's 
pa1en1ed muhi-band dis1onion<ancelling 
clipper, very effective reduclion in 

to solid and dense - or anywhere 
between. Even the "solid and dense" 
sound is free from pumping and spectral 
gain imermodula1ion. 

peaks is achieved without the dis1onion 
buUd-up typical of other clippers. 

BASS CO{JPIJNG (on the 
8100A/1) con1rols 1he amoum 
of ·warmth" added to bass-shy 
material, using the dual-band 
compressor as a dynamic 
low-frequency shelving 
equalizer below 200Hz. 

BASS EQ provides a peaking 
boos! al 65Hz 10 achieve 
solid, punchy bass from mos1 
consumer radios - while 
avoiding 1he excitalion of 
mid-bass dashboard resonances 
in cars. 

The Bass Equalizer gives you separate control of 
"warmth" and "punch.~ Because the XT2 often increases 
the brightness of progr.am material, some bass boost 
is usually desirable to keep the sound spectrally well 
balanced. 

PRESENCE boosts the 2-6kHz 
region 10 achieve presence and 
loudness increases as desired. 
Yel IL~ lcx-a1ion "within 1he 
limiter" prevenlS excessive 
stridency with progr-Jm 
ma1erial already having a greal 
deal of presence energy. 

BIWJJANCE booslS 1he 
region cen1ered al IOkHz 10 
provide an audibly auractive 
effect, increasinl( 1he "air" and 
·1ransparency" (similar 10 a 
psycho-acouslic exci1er). The 
six-band limiter is configured 
so lhal ii doesn'l fighl brilliance 
boosts - 1he XT2 can achieve 
excep1ional brightness if you 
wan1 ii. 

The Hi&h-Frcqucncy EquaUzcrs are carefully 
integrated into the design of the top two bands of 
limiting. This avoids the problem of "fixed" equalizers 
that sound just right on some program material and 
horribly wrong on others. Together, the PRESENCE and 
BRilllANCE controls let you achieve the precise high 
frequency b-.alance you want - no simple outboard 
treble equalizer can sound this good. 

8100A/XT2 Six-band Limiter Operating Controls (access door removed) 
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OPfL'10D-FM 
ACCESSORIES 

Studio Chassis 

Model 8100A/ST: An 
optional accessory that 
splits OPI'IMOD-FM into 
two sections, so that the 
compressor can be located at 
the studio to protect land lines 
or microwave Un.ks and to 
make best use of available STI 
S/ N ratio. 

0 Provides level control and 
compression before the sn 
- without adding additional 
audio processing. 

0 Designed to drive land lines 
and microwave STLs directly, 
controlling levels to prevent 
disrortion due to overload. 

0 Moves most subjective 
operating controls to the 
studio. 

0 Extensive metering assures 
easy set-up and maintenance. 

The sn. Problem 
Control of audio levels feeding 

a microwave "Studio-Transmitter 
Link" or land line is most important. 
These links are usually the weakest 
in the audio chain - they typically 
have limited headroom and barely 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio. If 
audio levels are reduced to prevent 
overload, low level signals will 
get too close to the noise. At the 
transmicter, the AGC will increase 
audio level and the noise with it. 

OPTIMOD-FM Audio Processing 
was designed to offer complete audio 
control. If additional processing were 
added prior to the STL, it would 
simply degrade your sound. 

Additionally, many station 
engineers like 10 have the subjective 
audio processing controls at the 
studio, where monitoring systems are 
usually better. 

The OPilMOD-FM Solution 
The OPTIMOD-FM Studio Chassis 

lets you relocate the AGC/compressor 
circuit cards from the main 
OPTIMOD-FM chassis (located at 
the transmitter) to the Studio Chassis 
(installed in the studio just before the 
microwave transmitter or land lines). 

Improves STI performance 
and prevents ove rload: Level 
control prior to the STL allows you 
to maximize use of the available 
dynamic range. The Studio Chassis 
can be set-up to guarantee that peaks 
do not exceed a specified maximum 
level. 

Control the station "sound" 
at the studio: Relocating the 
AGC circuit cards also relocates 
the controls that most affect the 
sound of the station: RELEASE TIME, 
GATE THRESIIOLD, BASS COUPLING, 
RELEASE SHAPE, and CLIPPING. (The 
1-1-F Limiting control remains at the 
transmitter end.) 

Self-conta.ined, easy to install: 
The Studio Chassis has its own power 
supply, balanced output line drivers, 
and metering. 

FM Filter Card 

Model ACC-022: An optional 
accessory that increases 
loudness, reduces SCA noise . 
O Increases average modulation 

level - 6% is typical. 

0 Reduces SCA audio noise 
and data errors caused by 
main-channel program-induced 
splatter. 

0 Factory-installed when ordered 
with a new Model 8100A/l 
OPTJMOD-FM; Field Retrofit 
Kit for existing Models 8100A 
and 8100A/I OPTIMOO-FM. 

OPTIMOD-FM and SCA 
OPTIMOD-FM uses overshoot

compensated low-pass filtering to 
, assure that it meets government 
regulations regarding crosstalk into 
the SCA region. However, when 
heavy processing and clipping are 
employed, there is a small amount of 
"splatter'' into the SCA region caused 
by operation of the safety clippers. 
When SCAs are used only for limited 
dynamic range background music or 
voice, a small amount of "splatter" 
is usually tolerable. However, some 
SCA users seek better performance 
for transmitting data, paging, and 
wide dynamic range audio. 

The FM Filter Card card reduces 
clipping "splatter" into the SCA 
region of the baseband by about 
25d8 , which signjficantly reduces 
noise on audio material and error 
rates in data. 

Loudness 
In FM, loudness is limited by the 

requirement that peaks may not cause 
the carrier to deviate beyond 100% 
modulation. 
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The FM Filter Card reduces 
peak overshoots by abuul 6% 
(0.6d8). re.~ulting in 6% additional 
average modulation capability and a 
commensurale increase iu loudness 
with no additional compression. 
limiting, or clipping - and no 
increase in processing arcifans. In 
addition, broadcasters report that with 
sume Lransmincrs their on-air sound 
with the FM Filter Card is cleaner. 

Composite clipping has been 
u:,;ed by some stations in an anemp1 
tu clip overshoots and thereby 
increase loudness. Unfortunately, 
such clipping even when used 
lightly dramatically increases tr-.ish 
in the SCA region. And as clipping 
is increased to "hite•· into program 
material below the overshoots. 
significant audible distortion is 
produced. For L+R material, the 
distortion increase is identical to rha1 
produced by simple audio clipping. 
To make matters worse, live voice 
(almost always pure L+R) is most 
vulnerable to adde<l dipping, cvc:n in 
small amounts. Increases of fractions 
of a dB of composite clipping can 
cause baseband "tmsh" to increase 
by I0dB or more! Furthermort:, 
composite clippers :ue expen1,ive. 

The additional modulation 
capability provided by the FM Filter 
Card can achieve loudness within 
about O.JdB o f that produced by 
composite clipping tan inaudible 
difference) witbo11t cmy of tbe 
drawbacks. With the FM Filter Card 
installed. overshoots are vim1ally 
eliminated - additional composite 
dipping can do nothing but add 
audible distortion and SCA trash. 

Recommended Applications 
All stations using SCA. 

All stations using the 8100A 
or 8100A/ 1 who wish to improve 
loudness without suffering rhe side 
effects of composite clipping. 

II word of 111ar11ing: Multipath in 
composite STu introduces its own 
trash in the CA region which could 
mask benefits expected of the FM 
Filter Card. 

Composite Isolation 
Transformer 

Model ACC-025: An 
optionaJ accessory to 
permit OPI1M.OD-FM to feed 
more than one exciter, to 
permit longer cable runs, and 
to eliminate ground loops 
between OPilMOD-FM and 
exciter if th.ey occur. 

0 Enables one OPTIMOD-FM to 
feed more than one exciter. 

Permits longer cable run from 
OPTIMOO-FM to exciter - up 
lo 50 feet (15 meters). 

0 Installs adjacent to the FM 
exciter. 

The Stereo Generator/ Exciter 
Interface 

Ground loops are a problem in 
some transmitter plants. A ground 
loop among OPTIMOD-FM and one 
or more exciters may occur, causing 
an increase in hum and noise. 

Some installations may 
require long cable runs between 
OPI1M.OO-FM and the exciter. 
OPTIMOO-FM ordinarily requires a 
cable length of not more than six feel 
ttwo meters). 

Some stations must drive more 
than one exciter. Often. exciters 
have different input sensitivities 
and impedances. and may not havt: 
individual composite input level 
controls. OPTIMOO-FM has only 
one COMPOSITE OUTPUT with one 
OUWUT LEVEL control. 

The Composite Isolation 
Transformer provides the 
solution. Designed to be installed 
adjacent to each exciter, it provides 
ground loop isolation between the 
OPTIMOD-PM composite output 
and tht: exciter, and presents 
OPTIMOD-FM with a balanced 
no~ning load. When used with the 
Composite Isolation Transformer, 
OPTIMOD-FM is easily modified 
to provide a very low source 
impedance that can drive longer 
CJbles. Adjusting modulation levels 
on each of several exciters can be 
easily achieved sinc:e each ACC-025 
has its own level control. Use one 
ACC-025 at each exciter. 

Stereo Spatial Enhancer 
Model 222A: An cO'ecdve and 

affordable tool that enhances 
the spatial deft.nltlon of audio 
for broadcasc. and locreases the 
brightness. impact, and transient 
deftnltion of stereo music. 

Using an exclusive, patent-pcndin~ 
lechnique. the l.22A detects an <.I 
enhances psychoacous1ic cllrcc·tional 
cut.•s which are prcsenl in all stereo 
progr-.im material. Enhancement is 

ac·hicwd without increasing multipath 
distortion. and wilhout exa&ger.1ting 
rc:vcrhcrati<>n M vcnical tracing 
distortion in dis<: playback. 

The 222A l'Omplcrncnt, 
OPTIMOD-FM without changing 
the "soundw created hy Ihc audio 
processor. 

&.'<.' the separatt.• brochure. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 
OPTHIOD-Hl SYSTBl 

1 Input conditioning filter: 
An all-pass phase scrambler 

makes peaks more symmetrical to 
reduce clipping distortion and allow 
better control of loudness. A 30Hz 
18dB/octave high-pass filter prevents 
subsonic infonnation from disturbing 
the operation of the audio processor 
or the exciter's AFC. 

2 Dual-band AGC: The dual-band 
design divides the audio into 

rwo bands with a 200Hz crossover 
that feeds a master band compressor 
and a bass band compressor. 

The BASS COUPLING control deter
mines if the two compressors operate 
independently (INDEPENDENT) 
making audio quality more consistent 
by correcting frequency imbalances 
between bass and midrange, or if the 
bass band will track the master band 
(WIDEBAND) preserving frequency 
balances. Settings in-between allow 
you to tune to suit your programming 
characteristics. 

Even in WIDEBAND, the bass 
control loop is activated. Extreme 
bass will not force gain reduction 
of the entire signal as would a 
single-band system. This, along with 
program-controlled attack and release 
~ elimfoata 'lpdible 

1W'\ 

The RELEASE TIME control 
detennines how fast the gain of the 
master band compressor recovers 
when the program material falls 
below the compression threshold, and 
is adjustable over a wide range. It 
affects the density of the sound and 
the short-tenn dynamic range. When 
the control is set towards SLOW, the 
AGC acts as a gentle gain riding 
device, offering an open sound with 
no audible compression. 

The gating function prevenL'> noise 
rush-up, offers additional control over 
the sound of OPTIMOD-FM, and 
makes the 25dB gain reduction range 
fully usable. The CATI G control 
adjusts the level below which the 
AGC freezes gain. A high gating level 
preserves long-tem1 dynamic range 
by preventing quiet passages in wide 
dynamic range audio from being 
increased unnaturally. 

When the XT2 Six-Band Limiter 
is used, the dual-band AGC acts a 
slow "hand on the fader" to keep 
average levels into the six-hand 
limiter constant. 

3 Low-pass ftltcr and 
pre-emphasis: The low-pass 

filter prevents intermodulation 
between in-band and out-of-band 
frequency componenL'i in the dipper, 
and prevents out-of-band components 
from affecting the operation of the 
high-tiequency limiter. This ftlter 
ts~ by the pre-emphasis 

~ 

• • -
.!.. 

I. 

4 High-frequency limiter 
(not operational when 

the optional XT2 is used): The 
high-frequency limiter is controlled 
by high frequencies only, eliminating 
any possibility of modulation 
of high-frequency content by 
low-frequency material. When the 
XT2 Six-Band Limiter is used, high
frequency limiting is perfonned by the : 
upper bands of the six-band limiter. 

5 FM Smart Clipper (not 
operational wben the 

optional XT2 is used): To preserve 
naturalness, peak limiting is provided 
by a carefully-designed clipper 
that, in conjunction with the other 
OPTIMOD-FM circuitry, yields 
minimum perceived distonion. 
Basic peak control is perfonned by 
a clipper that varies its threshold 
dynamically as a function of the 
high-frequency energy in the 
program. A distonion-cancelling 
sidechain reduces clipping distonion 
below 2.2kHz hy at least 30dB. 
and is particularly effective for 
eliminating effeCL'i of high-frequency 
intermodulation such as sibilance 
splatter. Additional clipping-induced 
energy is removed hy a l 5kHz group 
delay-compensated low-pass filter. 

SlOOA/1 Operating Controls (access door removed) 

wigfi
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6 Bass, presence, and brilliance 
equalb:er (located in the 

optional XT2): The bass equalizer 
provides Oto lOdB of peaking boost 
centered on 65Hz, with a Q of 1.4 
(approximately one octave). Since the 
XT2 often increases brightness, some 
bass boost is usually desirable to 
maintain spectral balance. The boost 
frequency has been thoughtfully 
chosen to create a very "punchy" 
bass without exciting dashboard 
resonances in cars. 

The presence and brilliance 
equalizers are located prior to the 
limiters for the two highest bands. 

7 Six-band limiter (located in 
the opNonal XT2): A set of 

six parallel filters divides the signal 
into frequency bands. The highest 
and lowest bands are low-pass 
and high-pas.5 respectively; the 
others are band-pass. Each filter is 
followed by its own limiter. The 
characteristics of these limiters 
strongly influence frequency response 
and the production of audible 
artifacts under dynamic program 
conditions. for this reason, only a 
few limiter charaaeristics are user 
adjuslable. 

8 Multi-Band Distortion
Cancelling Clipper (located 

in the optional XT2): The outputs of 
four of the six bands are routed to 
their own inclividual clippers. These 
clippers are foIJowed by filters to 
reduce the out-of-band harmonic 
and/or IM clistortion caused by the 
clipping. The distortion caused by 
clipping the upper two bands is 
effectively cancelled below 2.2kHz by 
a feedforward distortion-cancelling 
sidechain. 

9 Frequency-C.ontoured 
Side-chain (FCS) Overshoot 

Corrector: The output of the 
FM Smart Clipper or Multi-Band 
Distortion-Cancelling Clipper contains 
overshoots due to the addition of 
the distortion-cancelling signal and 
overshoots in its integral 15kHz 
low-pas.5 filter. These overshoots 
are eliminated in the FCS Overshoot 
Corrector without adding out-of-band 
frequency components - the circuit 
acts essentially as a band-limited 
safety clipper. 

11 Stereo baseband coder 
(generator): The processed, 

peak-controlled and filtered left and 
right signals are matrixed into sum 
and difference signals. The stereo 
baseband is generated by the matrix 
technique, using high-stability servo 
loops to control pilot phase, pilot 
level, and separation. The coder is 
distinguished by its high stability 
with time and temperature, very low 
distortion, and minimal spurious 
outputs. Using a highly-linear 
multiplier, the L- R signal is multiplied 
by a 38kHz sine wave to form the 
double-sideband suppressed-carrier 
subchannel. The subchannel, L + R 
signal, and 19kHz pilot tone are 
then summed to form the composite 
baseband. 

This design modulates only the 
L-R component, and passes the L + R 
component through to the output 
without the degradations that occur 
in switching designs. Since the L+R 
component almost always dominates, 
this results in maximum audio quality. 

The composite baseband output of 
the stereo coder feeds the wideband 
input of the PM exciter. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
It 15 lmpoer!lible ru dtl!N(.1rtlk the' 

11.'Qcming quality ul w.:n llw ~lmplc:AI 
limiter ur ~ on the- hia.~bl of 
1bt' usW1I i.pc1.ilk·.lllons, hea11-,c Mich 
11~"it1Cllll~ ~'aMOI adeqUIIJdy dcAcribc 
ltlt' cruCllll dynamic pma:,acs v.-tuch occur 
under propam rondluow.. n,crt'f"rln:. 
1hc nnly way 11D mc:-,inlngfuDy cv-.ilualc: 
the ~nd nf :an .i1.udin p!UCe§BOf ii, h)' 
,-uhtcc-11~ llstenlns ~ -

Ceruin ~p«ffinliUM an.- ~-n•rd 
him: tu ~tlsty die (.'"flj&in«f Iha! they an
rr.l!KXlllblc, to lwlp plan ~ lnmallallon. 
anJ l<> ht-Ip makc ,cna•n (Dffl(lQrL'lflnll 
wllh uther ~lrig l'l{Ulpmml 

8100A/1 OPTIMOD-FM 
Performance 

Frequency response (PROOF mode): foll()WS 
standard 7Sµs (or SOµs) pre-emph3$IS curve 
±0,7'idD. 50-15,000Hz. 
Noise: -75uB lrcferenced to 100% 
mC>dul3Lion), 50-15,000Hr.: -8ld0 typk':ll. 

Total system distortion (PROO!' mude. 
de-<.'mphasized, t00% mudulation): 
<0.25% TI-ID, 50-15,0001-Jz: 0.02% lYfltl':ll, 
<0.1% SMPTE IM Di~LOrtion 
System separation: >S0<.113, 50-\5,000H1.; 
60<.IB typic-.il. 

Installatlonlnfonnation 
AUDIO INPUT 
Con.figuration: Left and right 

Impedance: > lOK ohm lo:1d impedanle. 
t:lectmnlc.tll} halanccd by mc:1ns of Lrue 
ins1rument:111on amplifier. lk'quircs bal!IOlcd 
soun:·c S600 ohms. Common modt> rt·1ecr,on 
>(lOdll @'iO and 6011z. 
Scnsltlvity: -30<.lllu to + 10<.IBu 10 pr~,duce 
l OdB m:tSll.'r h,tnd gain reduction @ l kllr.. 

Connecto r. Burrlt'r wip (•5 screw), 
EMI supprcS-~ed. 

COMPOSITE BASEBAND OUTPUT 
Impedance: 470 ohm5, single-<.'ndcd. When 
the ACC-025 Compositt· I ola1ion Transfonncr 
is used. Ol"llMOD-FM is modified 10 0 ohm 
source imp,:d~ncc 

Level: Adju~iahle from () 10 >·IV 1>-P with 
18-tum OL'.Tl'lJl' 1.1:Vl,I. rnmrul. 

LOad: 2K ohms or greater. Maximum 
rccomrnendtxl c;ihJ,.. length. 6ft ( 1.8m) 
HG-SSA/U c-Jhle. Wht.·rc t·able nin~ of greater 
lenglh (up 10 'iOfVI'im) arc neCc..'5ary. use 
d1e opLional J\CC-02~ Composilt> bol:11ion 
Transformi:r. 
Connecto r. 13NC. tloatins: over chos.~is 
gtound. In most cases, th~ ohvintcs the 
nt:l.'d for the ACC-025 C:omposllc lsolauon 
Tran~formcr LO suppre,;s ~round loop~. 
EMI :-uppre,._-..ecl, 

AUDIO TEST JACKS (I. & R) 
Samples input of s1er<:O gcnl!r.ttor following 
low-pass filler. Swl1ch lifls low•p:1s:- filler 
sign~l. 
Lmpedancc: Ou1pu1. O ohm. unoolant·e<l. 
lnpu1, J5K, unh:tl :tnced , 

I.eve); 3V rms for JOO% 1110<.lulat1on 

Connector: RCA phono. 

INTERCONNECT TO (optional) 8100A/XT2 
Six-Band Umlte.r 
St•<! ix-B:ind Limiter - Installation. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
Function: SclectS STEREO. (MONO LEFT or 
MONO RICilff. 

Voltage: 6-24V AC or l)C, momcnt:try or 
t·ontinuous, optically isolmctl. llVDC provided 
10 faCilitate use wiLh com:m do,o,ure. 

Connector: Barrier strip (a,5 f.<"rt'w). 
F..Ml suppressed. 

REMOTE GAIN REDUCOON METER 
OUTPUT 
Configuration: Nt'iativc DC volt;i!(e 
proportional to mt.ii master lxllld g.iin 
redue11on. S~·:1lc :1pp1oxima1dy -O 53V/ dH, 
sourc·c impedance 8 .87K ohm!; 

Connector: 13:irrit:r ,trip (•'> ~{rew), 
EMl suppn:llSCd 

POWER 
Requirements: l I 'i/ 23QVAC I ,witch 
st'lctiahlt"l, ±J'i%. 50- 60Hz; 3 1VA, 

Cormector. IEC. dc1;1chablc 3-wirc U-Cmund 
power c.:ortl supplied ~:ikage lO ch,1ssis 
<0.5mA. AC 1:. EMI !>Upprcsscd 
Ground: Circuit ground is indcpcndcm of 
chassi~ ground; bo1h appt.'ar on tcmunal strip 
on rca, p3ncl for strapping .is required. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Opt:rating tenlpt:l"'dlure r:1nHt' o-·m•c 
<32-122°!'). llumidity 0- 95% RII, 
non-<•1,ndcOSlll!(. 

OlMENSIONS 
19 Inches 1/48 .• kmJ W. 7 inche~ ( 17.&:ml II, 
12.5 ind1t'~ (31 2rn1J 0 . 1 nil.'k unill-. 

WEIGHT 
26 lhs ( 12kg) nc1; j7 lbs ( 17kg) shipping. 
~1:mdnrd pa,king suitable for intema11onal 
:1ir freight Ordl•r .spt·cbl p:1ckin~ for OC<'llll 

f reight. 

Circuit Characteristics 
INPlJf CONDmONTNG 
High-pass filter: ihircl-order Clwhydwv 
with J()l--lz cumfT .ind 0. 5dl~ pas.s-band ripple. 
-05clB @30H1., - l 0.'idl3 @ 20Hz. -Jt.'i<lU 
@ IOllz. 

Phase scrambler: J\ll•paSl. nt'twork makl'~ 
pt"Jks more symml·tnc:1! 10 hc$t utilize 1he 
symmetrical peak overload ch:imacnstics of 
the fM mcdiu1n 

CROSSOVER (US Patent No i ,lt\9.042) 

Controh 6dB1oc1:iw, 2001 tz. 
Program: 12d 8/ octave. 200llz, In onlqu~· 
"di$trlbuted uo~ovcr· conligurmlon. 

MASTER BAND COMPRESSOR 
Attack time: Approximatl"ly l ms. 
Release tlme: Progr:im contmllcd; vane.-, 
according w progr.lm dynamics and :1mount 
of gain reduction. Process can I~ scnlcd fast 
or slo~ wiLh conLinuously vari.1hlt' REU-:ASI: 
TIME co111ml. Employs delayed rcle:t~ for 
distonion redunton. 
Threshold of compression: Controlled hy 
len and right input ;1ttenu:1wrs. 

Operation: Cains of lcfL and right ch;lnnels 
track to avoid stcfl'O perspective shift-
Total harmonic distortion (:it VCA 
output, OPEltATF. mode, RELEA$E 11ME 
control ccntewd): <0.1%. 200-15,000H7. 
-+ 10 10 -J5d8 gain reduction. 
Available gal.r,J reduction: 2;dB. 

BASS BAND COMPRESSOR 
Attack time: Approxim:11ely ~Oms. 

Release tlme: Prog.rnm controlled. Employs 
dclayc.:d rele:i.sc for distortion rcduetion 
Operation: Gains of left and righL channel~ 
track 10 avoid stereo perspectiw shift. 
Total barmooJc dJstortion (at VCA 
output. OPERATE model: <O.!%, ,;o-2001lz. 
+ 10 LO -20dB gain red11t1ion. 

Available galn reduction: .\Ocln. 
Bass coupling (US l'mcnt o. '1,249,0i\2!: 
l;.nabli:s gain of hass hand to tmck gain or 
must<:r hand to any degree. from idemical 
tmcking to fully independent op,:rntion. 
Mlj11st;1hle with UASS COUPLING control 

HJGR FREQUENCY LIMITER 
Attack llme: Approximately Sn-u-. 
Release time, Approxim:ucly 20ms. Employs 
del:tycd rcle:t~c for distonion reduction. 

Threshold of HF llmltlng; User ;1dj1.1.Stahlc 
over 3d0 r.tngc to n1<.-ct us1:r requirem,•ni.-, 

Operation: ~ft am.I right channels opcmi.: 
independently t(l prevent high frequencies 
in une channel from c:1using audible timbre 
modulation in opf)OSitc t·hannel. 

FM SMART CUPPER 
(US Patent No. l ,WH.5-\8) 
Bandwidth: 15AkHz. 

Amount of clipping: User adjustable over 
6dl3 r.inge. 
Olstonion characteristics: Clipping 
distortion (below nvcrshoot eompensatm 
thre;hold I e:rncclk,c1 hc11er than .30dl3. 
20- 2,200111. MOdl3 typic-JI). 

Delay correction: Founh-order allpass 

FREQUENCY-COl'ffl)URED SIDE-CHAIN 
(FCS) OVERSHOOT COMPENSATOR 
(P!lll!nl , (). /4,460.871 l 
Operation: 111e FCS circuit 1s best thoughl of 
as a IYJnd-limit,-d safety clipper It opcr:t1cs 
like a hart.I dipper, bul wi1hm11 produlifl.El 
out-of-b:ind frequency components. 

SAFETY CLIPPER: 
Operation: Aligned so tluit it is almQlit never 
activ"'·· 
Crosstalk: The mnsr ~evere progmm m111crial 
never 1ntrod11le" mnrc Lh!ln - IOdll muin 
channel to ,.uhch:1nncl or ~uhch:mnel lo ma111 
ch:innt'l cm;srnlk . ihe op1ion:il FM Filler 
Card ACC:--022 lmpmvcs this pcrform:incl.' l)y 
rcpl.1t"ing th<' safety dipper wtth a complex 
non- linear lilL<!r, hmiung spurious dynamk: 
spet1ru111 to bctlcr th~n -75illl (referenced to 
100% mudul,1tion). 
Peak modulation control: Within ±2'!-o on 
typk-;11 progr.1m matl"rial; ±3.5% wom c.1~c 
Sine-wave modulation ability: 93% 
modufation C0.6dB b<.'low maximum nvcr~h<)C)t 
11.'Vcl) at all frequende,. 

PILOT 
Frequency: l9.000H7 ±2111.. 
lnjectlon: Adjustable, <1-l'!-11 m > l~ u. 

STEREO BASEBAND ENCODER 
Noise: <-~3dB (refcrt'nced 10 100% 
modulation). 

Distortion (de-emphasizl-<l, 100% 
modulation): <0.02% TIID, 50-l S,OOOHz, 
<0.05% SMJJTE lnt<!rmodul:ition D1ston1un. 
Stereo separation: >S()dB, S0-15,000111.: 
60dn 1yp1c:11. 
Crosstalk- linear: < -60dB, main c.:h:mncl· 
10-;ubchannel or subc.:hannel-10-main channel 
(referenced 10 10()1',t, modulaLion). 

Crosstalk- non-linear: <-80dB, main channel 
m .subchanncl or ~ulx'hannd to main channel 
(rclere11ced to 100% modulation) 

wigfi
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38kHz subcarrler suppression: ">SOdB 
(referenced 10 100% modulation); 60dl3 typical 
Supressloo or 76kHz and irs sidebands: 
>70dB (referenced 10 JOO% modul:1tlon). 

·PROOr TEST MODE 

Compressor. Defeats master band and bass 
hand gain reduction conuoL 
Umiter: Defeats HF lim.iler. l'M Sm,lrt Clipper. 
FCS Overshoo1 compensator, and safo1y 
dipper. 

SIOOA/1 OPllMOD-FM 
with XT2 Six-Band Limiter 

Performance 
These specifications descrihe the performance 
on Jn 8 100A/1 + Xf2 Sys1em which has 
been sci up accortling to thl' ins1ructl()ns 
provided in the manual. These spcdfic:lllcms 
supcrsi::dc idenlically-labeled specifications for 
the OPTIMOU-FM alone. 
Frequcocy response (PROOF m<x:h:l: Follow~ 
s1:indard 75µs (or 50µs) pre-emphasis curve 
±tdB. 50-15,000Hz. 

Noise: <-70dB (referenced 10 10()()11 
modulacion), 50-15,000Hz. 
Total system distortion (PROOF mode, de
emphasized, 100% modulation): <0.15% TI II), 

50-15,000111.; 0.07% 1yplcal. Less 1hun O.ZoA, 
SMP'TE LM Ois1on1on. 
System separatlon: >45dB, 50-15,000Hz: 
60dB typic-JI. 

I nstallation Information 

LOCA11ON 
lmmedintely bdow main 8100;\il OJYn.MOD
PM ch:issis. 

INTERCONNECT TO 8100A/I 
Signal flow: Left and righ1 IH00NI 
compressor out to Xf2 t'qUtllizcr in; XT2 
six-b:md dist0nion-cancelling dipper out to 
8IO0A/ 1 filler in. 
Conna-tor. ln1.egml Um rnhle whh :umrhed 
cor1r1ettor (DB-2'\P). 

POWER 
iJ5VDC provided hy host (8l00A/ 1) through 
the cable. When the xn is conne<.1ed, 
8100..Vl power con~umption is increast--tl to 
40VA. 

DIMENSIONS 
19 inches {48.3cm) W, 3.'i inches (8.!)t:m) 11, 
10 inches (27 4cm) 0 . 2 rack unil.s. 

WEIGHT 

12 lbs (5kg) nee; 16 lbs (7kg) shipping. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Operating tempcr-Jture mnge 0-5'5°C 
(32-122°1')_ Humidity 0-95% RH. 
non-condensing. 

Cu-cull Charactcri.'itJ~ 
BASS EQUALIZER 
Shape: P<!aking, Q of IA. 

Range: 0-tOdB lX>O~t. 

Frequency: 6'\Hz. 

CROSSOVERS (US Patent No. 4,4 12,100) 
Filters: 1501-iz low-pass, /4201 17. band-pass, 
700Hz hand-pass, t.6kHz hand-p-.iss, 3.7kHz 
band-p:,ss, 6.2kHz high-pass. 
Selectivity: J8d8/oct;1ve. 

Topologr- Par-JIit'! "dislrihuted crossover". 

C:Orub.lned frequency response - static: 
±0.5dB, 50- 15,000lh:. 
Combined frequency response -
dynamlc: Phase interaction between filters 
will not cause audible dips in frequency 
response. 

SIX-BAND UMII1iR 
Galo reduction: 0-20dB, c.:ach banc.l. 
Attack time: Pro~ram-controlled, 5caled 
according 10 band frequency. 
Release tune: Program-con1rolled, scnled 
accordir\g to hand fr<.--qucncy. employs 
delayed release for distonlon reduction. 
Distortion cancdlatlon: All clipper-incluced 
dismnlon in upper 1wo hands t·ancelled hell<!! 
Lh:m 30dB lll!low 2.2kHz. Additional distonion 
re<luCllon provided ;~s a func..'lion of frequency 
in each band. 

8100A/ST Studio Chassis 
Ln-.tallatlon Information 

The specs Jnd circuit chameteristics arc the 
sam~ as the host 11ni1 (8100,Vt), since the 
unit's funaion is 1fl house three cards from 
1he host unit. 
AUDIO INPUf 
Oonfiguratlon: Left ;ind nghl. 
Impedance: >lOK ohm load unpcdance, 
clntronically balanct.-<l by means ()f lrue 
instrumentation amplifier Requires balanced 
~ourcc of 600 ohms or less. Common mode 
rejection >60dR @Wt ti 
ScnsltJvlty: -JOdl3u to + 10d8u 10 produce 
IOdB master h:ind gain reduclion @ 1 k H1 .. 
Connector: Barrier Mrip (•5 :,(_,ew), 
EMI suppressed. 

AUDIO OUTPUT 
Configuration: Left and righ1 
tmpedance: 600 ohm resistive sour<:c
impedancc, h~bnced to ground. 
Level (600 ohm load): Adjusrnhle from 
-Infinity 10 grc:-,11er than + 3d8u, mt-asurcd on 
a VU meter with typical program; c<>rrl·sponds 
to typic,11 maximum peak level of + 18dl3u. 
Dt'sigm:<.J to c..-orrcctly interface with +'1dBu 
:ind +SdBu systems. 
Coonecton Barrier srrip (,,.<; screw), 
EMI suppressed. 

REMOTE GAIN REDUCTION METER 
OIJl'PUT 
Configuration: Negatlve DC voltage 
p roponional 10 total master band gain 
reduction. Scale approximately -0.33V/dU, 
source impt.'Clance 8.87K ohms. 

Connector: Barrier s1rip (.,5 screw), 
EMI suppressed. 

POWER 
Requireme nts: I I 5/ 230VAC (switdl 
selec1ahle), ±15%, 'i0-60Hz; 31VA. 
Connector: IEC; de1ach:1hlc 3-wire U-Ground 
power cord supplied. l.eak11gc m chassis 
<0.5mA. AC IS f.MI supprcSSt.-'CI. 
Ground: Circuit ground 1s mthtpendent of 
chassis ground: both appear on lerminal strip 
on rear p~ncl for strapping as required 

DIMENSIONS 
19 incht!S [48.3cm) W, 3.5 inches (8.9(:m) II. 
l 1.5 inches (29.Z<:m) D 2 rack units. 

WEIGIIT 
12 lbs (5kg) rlel. 16 lbs (7k,iv :,h1pp111g. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Opernung temperature range 0-50°C 
(32-t 22°F). Humidity 0-95% RH, 
non-condensing. 

ACC.022 FM Filter Card 
Installation Information 

LOCATION 
Circuit card 1h:11 plugs in10 Slot o. 0 In 
OPTIMOD-FM 8100A or 8100,Vt. 

WEJGITT 
2 lhs (1kg) shipping. 

Circuit Characteristics 
FILTER 
Type: Two casrnded fifth-order ovcr.shuol• 
compuisat~ low-pass fillers, 

Passband response: ,Ypic-.lll\' +o. -0. ldB to 
15.000Hz. 
Stopband rejection: To reduce :.pectrum 
ahove 61kHz in stereo baseband 10 <75dB 
below 100% modula1ion. 

ACC-025 Composite Isolation 
Transformer 

One required per exci1cr driven. Slight 
modificmlon 10 Card 7 required. 

.Pcrfonnaoce 
Frequency response: +0.0 I. -0.03dl3. J()IIZ 
lC• 'i3klli. 
Group delay: Deviation from llncar phase 
<±0.3°, 30Hz 10 53kHz. 
Separation: >'iOdfl, 30-10,000Hz, >45dfl, 
10-lSkHz. 
Gafn: Adjustuhle from -Infinity lo OdB. 

installation lnformatioo 

LOCATION 
~ close lo PM exciter as prac::tkal. 

INTERCONNECT BETWEEN OPTIMOO-FM 
ANO TRANSFORMER 
Interface at OPnMOD-FM: Adapter cable. 
ONC male co 3-pin XLR-type male cable 
connector, supplied. 
Cable: Two-conductor foll shielded audio 
cahle, Belden 8451 or equivalent. Maximum 
length 50ft/15m. 3-pin XLR-cype mnle ~nd 
female cahle connectors supplied. 

COMPOSITE BASEBAND INPtrl' 

Connector: }-pin XU{-rypc, fcm:ilc 
Maximum level: 4V p-p. 

COMPOSITE BASEBAND OUl'PUT 
Connector: BNC, shell insulated from cha.ssi~. 

INTERCONNECT BETWEEN TRANSFORM'J!R 
AND EXCITER 
Maximum recommended cable le.ngth: 
Approximately 6ft ( 1.8m) RG-58A/U cable, 
or similar to avoid excessive RP pick-up on 
cnhle. Cable supplied. 
Exciter Input: IK ohm or .E,'fea1er; IO00pF 
or !es:;. Repl.1c::e 50 or 750km load rt':iistor if 
present, wilh IK resistor, supplied. 

DIMENSIONS 
7 inche.s ( 17.&:m) W, 3 inche.~ (7.6cm) H, J.72 
inches (4.4cm) 0 . 

Warranty 
Ont: year, pans and lahor. Subject 10 

lirniU1tions stated in our Standard Warromy 
All specific-.11.ions subjeet to change withou1 
nrnlce. 
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Performance 
Highlights 
□ Multiband compressor / limiter/ 

stereo generator 

0 Multiband or wideband opera
tion plus versatile setup controls 
permit precise "tuning' ' for dif
ferent formats 

0 Freedom from processing 
artifacts and distortion 

0 Optimum voice/ music balances 

0 Excellent high frequency power 
handling for brightest sound 

□ State-of-the-art stereo generator 

0 Overshoot compensator permits 
full modulation at all frequen
cies, yet doesn't increase low fre
quency IM distortion 

Plus 
0 Dual-chassis (studio/ transmitter) 

option 

0 Excellent stability and unit-to
unit uniformity 

0 Plug-in card construction for 
easy maintenance 

□ Built-in crosstalk test generator 

0 Quad coupling ability 

0 Rigorous RFI shielding 

0 True VCA gain control 

□ True peak-reading gain reduc
tion meter 

0 Low stereo generator output im
pedance permits longer baseband 
cable runs 

0 Orban-quality construction, 
documentation, and backup sup
port 

What It Will Do 
For Your Sound 
The Orban OPTIMOD-FM Model 
8100A is ideal for any format, and 
is the best-sounding FM processor 
that Orban knows how to make. 
As will be explained in more detail 
below, it can be operated in either 
"wideband" or "multiband" modes. 
Its advantages will be particularly 
appreciated in formats that or
dinarily use heavy processing and 
that play recently-recorded program 
material with large amounts of 
high- and low-frequency energy. 
Such stations will find that 8100A 
"heavy processing'' is free from the 
pumping, gain modulation, distor
tion, and fatigue that many have 
associated with such processing in 
the past. 

Stations that prefer lighter process
ing, but that play music with high 
transient content (such as rock, 
soul, disco/dance, or jazz), will find 
that the 8100A (adjusted for slow 
release times and "multiband" 
operation) permits use of much 
more compression than might be 
expected. Experience with other 
processors leads many to associate 
large amounts of compression with 
highly audible processing-the 
8100A will shatter this preconcep
tion! And, whether processing is 
heavy or light, the super
sophisticated release-time circuitry 
requires much less accurate D.J. 
gain riding than virtually any other 
competitive processing. 

Operated in "wideband" mode, the 
8100A sounds similar to our 
previous 8000A in formats such as 
"beautiful music" that ordinarily 
use light processing and play 
relatively undemanding program 
material. The only difference is that 
processing is even smoother, and 
no high frequency loss is ever ap
parent on such material. Given the 
acceptance of the 8000A in such 
formats, this "family resemblance" 
assures that use of the 8100A will 
yield an even more non-fatiguing, 
audience-pleasing sound-a sound 
that yields high quarter-hour 
maintenance and which has resulted 
in outstanding ratings for so many 
8000A ''beautiful music" stations. 

We are extremely gratified by the 
8000A's acceptance among FM 
broadcasters, and have tried in this 
design to preserve the 8000A 
features which accounted for its 
popularity. We feel that these 
features include simplicity of con
cept, relatively foolproof installa
tion, loud, clean, non-fatiguing 
sound, and a "feature" which has 
little to do with the product per se: 
a long-term company commitment 
to quality, reliability, and customer 
service. 

At the same time, we have tried to 
respond to the demands of the cur
rent marketplace to produce a pro
cessor which can, when adjusted to 
do so, produce a "highly-processed" 
sou,nd which is free from the usual 
compromises. 

The result is a true second
generation overshoot-controlling 
FM processor. It is at once refined, 
sophisticated, easy to use, and ex
tremely cost-effective. We believe 
that, given its versatility and superb 
sound, it is clearly the best process
ing investment you can make-and 
will enhance your quality and 
ratings now, and in years to come. 

We look forward to your giving us 
the opportunity to show you what 
the new OPTIMOD-FM Model 
8100A can do for y our station or 
group. 
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The following sections describe in 
some detail the thinking and im
provements that went into the 

new OPTIMOD-FM. We hope that 
you'll find this information interesting 
and useful in helping you make deci
sions about the kind of processing you'll 
need to stay competitive in the 'S0's. 
And we hope to show you how 
Orban can help you to achieve the 
ultimate competitive edge. 
About the Wideband/ 
Multiband Compressor 
Many variations of the traditional 
parallel-band triband processor have 
appeared. In our opinion, they all fail 
critical listening tests because the high 
frequency band can increase treble un
controllably, resulting in a phony
sounding high end. Therefore, the 
8100A employs a triband structure 
with a significant difference. The basic 

iO 

- -
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compressor consists of two bands
"Master" (above 200Hz), and "Bass" 
(below). After those two bands are 
summed together, the combined signal 
is preemphasized to follow the FM 
preemphasis curve, and then fed into a 
high-frequency limiter. Unlike the 
third band of a typical triband com
pressor, this limiter is very fast, and 
works only as hard as necessary to 
avoid audible distortion in the "FM 
Smart Clipper" following it (discussed 
below). 
Because the "Smart Clipper" can clip 
far harder than the 8000A could with
out audible distortion, much less high
frequency limiting is required-and a 
new level of brightness and high
frequency power handling capability is 
achieved. The limitations of the 75us 
preemphasis curve are almost never 
apparent- even on very bright pro-

~- ... ..... 
~ 

gram material. In the 8100A, the brass 
retains its "bite"; the cymbals "sizzle". 
And the "phony highs" phenomenon is 
entirely absent. 
Our dual-band compressor is unique 
in that it can be operated discrim
inately (with the bands independent of 
each other), or wideband. 
The "independent" approach is most 
appropriate for "Top-40", "AOR", 
"Black", "Disco/Dance", and other 
formats emphasizing music containing 
heavy bass and dominant transient 
material. Program Directors program
ming these formats usually demand 
high loudness, high density, and con
siderable compression. The "indepen
dent'' approach is ideally suited to 
these requirements because the re
quisite midrange density can be 
achieved without compromising bass 
definition and punch. 

- ~ t 
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On the other hand, "Beautiful Music", 
"Fine Arts/ Classical", and even some 
"MOR" stations cannot tolerate the 
frequency imbalance resulting from the 
"independent" approach. They often 
wish to use small amounts of compres
sion and little or no density augmenta
tion to preserve musical values and to 
avoid long-term listener fatigue. If the 
music or other program material 
typical of these formats contains 
passages without bass, then rumble 
and noise can be pumped up to an ob
jectionable extent as the "Bass" band 
attempts to "fill in" with bass that 
doesn't exist except as noise. 
To fill the needs of such formats, a 
patented BASS COUPLING control 
permits the "Bass" band to track the 
'Master" band at all times, except 
when extremely heavy bass appears at 
the input. Rather than causing audible 

. .. 

\ 

gain modulation (as in a true wide
band system), such bass momentarily 
causes the gain of the "Bass" band to 
fall below the gain of the "Master'' 
band. Thus wideband-mode users 
have the best of both conventional 
wideband and "independent" ap
proaches. With ordinary program 
material, the system operates wide
band and frequency balances are 
preserved. If strong bass comes along, 
the system momentarily becomes "in
dependent" to avoid wideband modu
lation effects. 
The bass coupling is continuously 
variable between fully independent 
and fully wideband (retaining excess
bass control) to suit the needs of your 
market and tastes. 
Regardless of the amount of bass 
coupling, exceptional smoothness is 
assured by "Smart" attack- and 

0 

release-time characteristics in all 
bands. To complement the sophis
tication of the release-time char
acteristic, available gain reduction is 
2SdB in the "Master" band and 30dB 
in the "Bass" band-an external com
pressor is never required. To make 
this range usable without ''breathing" 
or "noise rush-up" during pauses, the 
compressor is gated and "freezes" its 
gain when the input drops below an 
adjustable threshold. 
The result is an amazingly natural 
quality-the sort of sound that can 
hold a listener quarter-hour after 
quarter-hour-combined with high 
loudness, superbly appropriate 
balances between voice and music, a 
singular absence of perceived distor
tion, and a new zenith in brightness 
and high-frequency power handling 
capability. 
About The fM "Smart Clipper'' 
Loudness is principally dependent 
upon the de.sign of the peak limiter, 
lowpass filter, and overshoot compen
sator. A delicate balance must be 
maintained between peak/average 
ratios attained, perceived distortion, 
and integrity of the baseband spec
trum. The 8100A uses a newly design
ed peak limiting system in which peak 
limiting, bandwidth limitation, and 
overshoot control are all elegantly in
terrelated . 
Unlike the questionable "composite 
clipper" approach which uses brute
force clipping of the stereo composite 
baseband signal (with attendant alias
ing distortion and compromises in 
dynamic separation), the overshoot 
compensation schemes used in all 
OPTIMOD-FM's (including the 
original 8000A) maintain total integ
rity of the baseband spectrum. The 
processing never introduces nonlinear 
crosstalk, pilot modulation, or other 
problems inherent in simpler ap
proaches. 
Peak Limiting and Distortion Cancella
tion: To preserve the naturalness 
achieved in the multiband compressor, 
peak limiting is performed by a clipper 
whose transfer curve has been care
fully adjusted to yield minimum per
ceived distortion in conjunction with 
the balance of the entire 8100A 
system. Special circuitry throughout 
the multiband compressor section 
assures that the output of the com
pressor can be applied directly to the 
clipper-no broadband gain reduction 
is needed for distortion control. Voice 
is clean-yet music is loud. And 
voice/music balances are ideal. 
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The basic clipper is followed by a 
15kHz Jowpass filter to assure freedom 
from aliasing distortion. In addition, 
difference-frequency distortion below 
2.2kHz introduced by cljpping is 
cancelled by our patented "Smart Clip
per'' frequency-dependent distortion
nulling technique. This pennits much 
harder clipping without audible distor
tion (particularly at high frequencies) 
than was heretofore possible. The 
result is dramatically improved high
frequency power-handling capacity. 

Frequency Contoured Sidedwn (FCS) 
Overshoot Compensator: While all 
filter overshoots are ntln.imized by the 
use of phase correctors (even in the 
preemphasis network!), the output of 
the clipper section (including 15kHz 
Jowpass filter and distortion cancella
tion) contains substantial overshoots 
due to addition of the distortion
cancellation signal, and to unavoidable 
overshoots in the lowpass filter. These 
overshoots must be eliminated without 
introducing frequency components 
above 19kHz which would otherwise 
cause "aliasing'' and nonlinear cross
talk in the stereo baseband. The over
shoot compensation in the 8000A 
slightly limits the high frequency 
power handling capacity of the 
system. The overshoot compensation 
system of our major competitor suffers 
from an inordinate sensitivity to over
drive; it causes mucli more IM distor
tion than a simple dipper when both 
are overdriven equally. 

We have developed a new "Frequency
Contoured Sidechain" (FCS) overshoot 
compensator for the 8100A which of
fers the "best of all possible worlds". 
It permits high modulation at all fre
quencies, yet does not suffer from ex
cessive IM (compared to a simple clip
per) when overdriven. Simultaneously, 
it offers extremely good suppression of 
out-of-band frequency components. 

About The Stereo Generator 
The stereo generator in the 8100A uses 
the "matrix" approach to generate the 
stereo composite signal, as opposed to 
the more common "switching'' ap
proach. It features feedback stabiliza
tion of pilot phase, pilot amplitude, 
and separation, optically isolated 
remote control of stereo/ mono func
tion switching, and extensive metering. 
This high-performance generator 
features better than 60dB separation 
(typical), distortion below 0.02%, and 
superior audio quality because the 
L + R (dominant in most program 
material) is not subject to any switch
ing or modulation process, unlike the 
latest "digital" stereo generators. 

Because Part 73.322 of the FCC Rules 
refers to performance requirements for 
the stereo generator, exciter, and RF 
amplifiers, it is permissible to measure 
main-to-sub and sub-to-main crosstalk 
at the input terminals to the ste.reo 
generator. The 8100A stereo generator 
provides internal main-to-sub and sub
to-main crosstalk test modes: a switch 
permits injecting the output of the 
right channel processing into either the 
"main" or "sub" inputs of the stereo 
generator. An external test box is not 
required, making verification of cross-
talk performance significantly more 
convenient. 

Configuration and Installation 
The availability of 25dB of gain reduc
tion range means that the 8100A never 
needs an external AGC. At stations 
which install the 8100A at the trans
mitter and pass audio to the trans-
mitter through an STL with Hmited 
signal-to-noise ratio, substantial 
benefits are achieved by applying 
compression prior to the STL. For this 
reason, the compression section of the 
8100A can be installed in an Ac
cessory Chassis to permit compression 
at the studio end, 
The Studio Accessory Chassis is low 
in cost and houses only the dual-band 
compressor. Its use protects the STL 
from overload and provides control 

o,ban 

over most of the processing at the 
studio. Adjusting the gain between the 
two chassis is aided by calibrated 
metering, and requires only an audio 
oscillator for alignment. 
If available, a composite STL will 
allow installation of the entire 
OPTIMOD-FM at the studio, with the 
8100A's baseband connected directly 
to the STL transmitter. 
In either configuration, practical re
quirements have been carefully con
sidered. Operation is possible with in
put levels as low as - 30dBm, and 
rigorous RFI shielding is employed. 
The ste.reo generator output is held 
floating over ground to avoid 
introducing system ground loops when 
unbalanced exciter inputs are used. An 
optically-isolated momentary remote 
switching facility for stereo, mono-left, 
and mono-right modes yields max
imum versatility and freedom from 
RFI or ground-loop interference. 
To facilitate proofs, a pair of PROOF/ 
OPERA TE switches defeat all com
pression and limiting, yet do not 
bypass any electronics normally 
employed in Operate mode. To 
facilitate crosstalk measurements, a 
NORMAL/ MAIN-TO-SUB/ SUB-TO. 
MAIN switch is provided on the 
stereo generator to establish the 
necessary test conditions without need 
for an external test fixture. 

Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 
Call Toll Free: (800) 227-4498, in California, (415) 957-1067 

Telex: 17-1480 Cable: ORBANAUDIO 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Tht, following sp«iliallons are presented to satWy 
the engineer th.it they Sttm reasonable, to help him 
plan his installation, to help him make certain com
parisons with other familiar pr0tt5Sing equipment 
with which ht, ls familia.r, to verify that the 8100A c-an 
readily pass a Proof of Performance, and to verify 
that it meets all requirements in the FCC Ru/,s, 
Years of experience U..tening lo and designing audio 
processors have convinced us that there ~ no con
ventional specifications which corrdate well to the 
listening qualities o( a processing system like 
OPTIMOD-FM. Although it may sound strange to an 
engineer, we can state with confidence that, given the 
current s tate-of-the art in audio measurrmenl techni• 
ques, the only way to meaningfully evaluate the 
distortion Introduced by an audio processor is by sub
j,n:tive listening tests. 
For this reason, no system distortion specifications arP 
presented for the 8100A ln Operate mode. In this 
mode. harmonic distortion is highly frequency• 
dependent, and correlates very well to a listener's ac
tual Impression ol whether the harmonic distortion 
test tones emerging from the processor sou,id 
"distorted" if /istmed lo on speakers or phones. 
The CCLF Differenc~Frequency IM test measures 
the amplitude of a low-frequency tone eroduced by the 
device under test when excited by two high-frequency 
tones. Because the distortion tone and tost tones are 
far apart in frequency, the distortion tone would not 
tend to be well-masked by the lost tones. Thus COF 
IM ts a sensitive indiator or audible distortion-
much more so than the more commonly-used SMPTE 
IM test. 
Compared to a simple dipper, the patented distortion
cancelling circuitry in the 8100A "Smart Clipper" Is 
most effective in reducing CClf IM-thus improving 
listening quality in a way that doos not correlAte to 
more commonly used measurements. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
(System in PROOF mode) 
Follows standard 7Sus preemphasis curve :i:0.7.sdB, 
~15,000 Hz, SOus preemphasis available on spt'Cial 
order. All prttmphasis networks include a fourth
order lowpass filter and fourth-order phase corrector 
prior to the high-frequency llmiter and dipper to pre
vent these elements from processing out-of-band pro
gram material and to minimin overshoot, thus 
minimizing the amount of high-frequency limiting a.nd 
clipping. (NOTE: The Dolby 3J4 Broadcast Encoder, 
which ls compatible with the 8100A, internally trans
forms 7Sus to 25us. Thus broadcastus wlshin,g to use 
Dolby-B encoding should order standard 75us preem
phasts along with the optional Dolby connector. ) 

INPllT CONDITIONING 
HighJ>ui Fllto.r. Third-order Chebychev with 30Hz 
cutoff and 0.SdB passband ripple. Down 0.SdB at 
JOHz; 10 . .sdB at 20Hz; Jl . .sdB at l0Hz. Protect.s 
against infrasonic destabilization of certain exciters' 
AFC's, as well as Wrasonic gain modulation in the 
compressor. 
Pitas.! Scrambwr: Allpass network makes peaks more 
symmetrical to be.st utilize the symmetrical peak over
load characteristics of the FM medium. 

NOISE 
-7.sdB below 100% modulation, ~15,000 Hz m.ix
imum; - SldB typical. 

TOTAL SYSTEM DISTORTION 
(PROOF Mode; 100% Modulation) 
Less th.an 0.05% TIID, ~15.000Hz (0.02% typlc.il); 
less thari 0.05'11, SMPTE Intermodulation Distortion 
(60/ 7000Hz; 4:1). 

"MASTER" BAND COMPRESSOR 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Attack Tlrne: approximately lms 
Rt leaJe Time: p rogram-co.ntr·olled-varies according to 
program dynamics and amount of gain reduction (..,. 
text). Process can be scaled fast or slow by means of 
continuously variable RP.LEASE TIME control. 
Employs delayed release for distortion reducllon. 
Tot.ti Harmonic Disto rtion (measured at VCA output, 
OPERATE Mode. RELEASE TIME control centered): 
Less than 0. 1'11, , ~ 15,000Hz, 0-25clB gain reduction 
Available Gain R~uction: 2SdB 
M,to.ring: Thrtt dB-linear edgewise-reading gain 
reduction meters-
MASTER Is true peak-reading with electro.nic accelera
tion and peak-hold (0-25c1B); 
COMPRESSOR indicates slow compression compo
nent of_gain reduction (0-2SdB) 
LJMJTER indicattt fast peak limiting component of 
gain reduction (o-sdB) 
C aln Control Eleffl4'nt: True VCA. Proprietary Class
A design eliminates crOS5over notch distortion,. 
modulation noise, and sl<'wrate limiting found tn com
petitive Oa.ss-AB designs 
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"BASS" BAND COMPRESSOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Attack Time: program-controlled; not adjustable. 
R.,i.,:u., Time: program-controlled; not adjustable. In
corporates delayed, release distortion reduction. 
Tot.al Harmonic Distortion (at VCA output, 
OPERATE mode): Less than 0 .1% THO, ~200Hz, 
D-30dB pin reduction. 
Ava&ble C.in Reduction: JOdB 
Metering: single dB-linear edgew~reading gain 
reduction meter (O-JOdB). 
Gain Rtductio n Eltment: Proprietary Class-A true 
VCA 
Bui Coupling (U.S. patent 14,249,042): Enables g,aln 
of "Bass" band 10 track gain of "Maslt'r" band to any 
degrtt. from identical tracking to fully indepe.ndenl 
operation. Adjustable with BASS COUPLING control. 

CROSSOVER CHARACTERISTICS 
Control: 6d8/ octave @ 200Hz; 
Prasnm: UdBl octave @ 200Hz in unique 
"distributed crossover" configuration (U.S. patent 
14,249,042) 

HIGH FREQ UENCY LIMlnR•CHARACTERISTICS 
Attack Time: approximately Sms 
RvelM Time: approximately 20ms. Delayed release in· 
cludtd for distortion reduction. 
Moclt: Left and right ch;annels operate independently 
10 avoid high frequencies In one channel causing audi
ble timbre modula tion or opposite channel. 
Control U.ment: Junction FET 
Meteri11g: Two LED's indlc-ate HP limiting in L and R 
channels. 
Threshold of HF Limiting: User- adjustable over 3dB 
range to r:nttl format requirements 

FM "SMART CLIPPER" 
O UTPUT PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Nominal Bandwidth: 15.4kHz 
Distortion Canc,Uatlon: Clipping distortion (below 
overshoot compensator threshold) cancelled better 
than 30dB (◄OdB typical), 20-2200 Hz (U.S. patent 
14,208,548). 
~ lay Coaectlon: Fourth-order allpass 
Amount of Cllpping: User-adjustable over 6dB range 
to match format requirements. 

FREQ UENCY-CONTOURED SIDECHAIN (FCS) 
O VERSHOOT COMPENSATO R 
CHARACTERISTICS (patent pending) 
System Overshoot: The FCS circuit is best thought of 
as a "bandlimited safety dipper''. It operates like a 
hard clipper, but does not produce out-of-band f~ 
quency components as a simple hard dipper would. 
Because the audio procossing will sometimes limit 
steady-state material with high aver~ energy (like 
sinewaves) or with very li11.le high-frequency energy lo 
levels below the threshold of clipping. it is difficult to 
state a dear and meaningful specification for the 
systtm overshoot performance or the FCS circuit. 
The FCS circuit is followed by a ~fety clipper. The 
overshoot specification could be slightly improved if 
this safety clipper were set up to clip more trequently. 
However, the system is aligned al the factory such 
that the safety dipper Is almost n~er active, thus 
fully preserving the bandllmiting provided by the FCS 
circuit, With this safety clif,per alignment, the peak 
modulation will be control ed ±J.S'll, on arbitrary 
waveforms clipped to any degree by the FCS circuit 
(acting as a bandlimlted safety clipper); peak modula
tion will not exceed this level on other material. With 
typical program material, peak modulation uncertain· 
ty Is less than 2'11, . 
Sinewave Modula tion AbilJty: 934' modulation (i.e., 
0.6dB below maximum overshoot level) at all sine
wave frequencies, assuming sinewaves are applied to 
FCS input. 
Dynamic Separation: better than 45dB 
Differen-Fn qu,ncy lntormodulation: FCS circuit 
causes no more audible IM (such as sibilance <plaiter) 
than would a simple hard clipper dipping to the same 
depth. The entire 8100A processing system is 
spedfically configured 10 provent th• FCS circuit from 
audibly degrading the differenc,,-frequency di,tortion
cancellation properties of the earlier FM "Smart Clip
per". 

SYSTEM SEPARATION 
Greater t.han 4Sd8, ~15,000Hz; 60dB typical 

STEREO GENERA TOR CHARACTERJSTICS 
Crosstalk (Main Cholnnel-to-Subchannel, or 
Subchannel-to-Main Channel): better than - 40dB, 
~15,000Hz as measured at input terminals to s tereo 
generator, or using internal crosstallc test mode which 
applies right-chan.nel audio to either main or sub stereo 
generator inputs. CrOS5talk representing distortion 
components (non-llnear c:rosstalk) typically better than 
-80dB as measured on a baseband spectrum analyzer. 
JSkHz Subcarrler Suppression: Greater than 40dB 
below 100% modulation; 60dB typical 
SupprH$lon of 76kHz and its Sidebands: Greater than 
70dB below 100% modulation 
Pi.lot Frequ,ncy: 19.000kH.z ±2Hz 
Pilot Injection AdjUlltment Range: Less than 8% to 
greater than 10'!1, modulation 

INPllT 
Impedance: greater than l0K ohms, electronically 
bafanced by means of true instrumentation amplifier. 
Requires balanced source. 
Commo n Mode Rejection: Greater t.han 60dB @ 60Hz 
Sensitivity: - lOdBm produces t OdB "Master'' Band 
gain reduction @ lkHz. Removal of Internal 20dB pad 
permits - 30dBm to produce same effect. 
Connector: Cinch-Jones 140-style barrier strip (IS 
screw). 

COMPOSITE (BASDAND) OUTPUT 
Source Impedance: 4i'O ohms, independent or OUT
PUT A TTl;N setting, unbalanced. 
l•vt.l: variable O to greater than 4V p-p by means of 
15-tum OUTPUT A TIEN control 
Connector: Type BNC held noatin,g over chassis 
ground to permit interface to various exciters without 
need for wideband transformer for ground loop sup
pression. RF suppressed. 
Recommended Maximum Cable Length: 6 ft (1.8m) 
RG..SSA/ U 

AUXJUARY INPUT/O UTPUT (for Test use only) 
Providos Land R lowpass filter output or Land R 
stereo generator in_put_clepending upon setting of rear
apron NORMAL/TEST switch. Connectors are RCA 
phono-type, unbalanced. Stereo generator requires ap
prox. JV RMS for 100% modulation. unbalanced, 
with source impedance of lest generator less than 50 
ohms. 

O PERA TING CONTROLS 
VU Meter Selector, switches VU meter 10 read: 
L or R lnpul Buffer 
L or R Comprossor Out 
L or R Filter Out 
L,.R Level 
t9lr.Hz Oscillator Level 
38kHz PLL Control Voltage 
38kHz AGC Control Voltage 
±15 V Power Supply Voltages 
Stereo/ Mono Mode Switch: Momentary front panel 
switch may be convenientl.y strapped for either left or 
rigl,t mono by means of • plug-in Internal jumper. 
Mode maJI be remote-controlled by application of 6-24 
V AC or DC pulses to appropriate rear terminals. Ter
minals are optically isolated, and may be noated ± 50 
V above ground. Three pain of remote terminals will 
select eit~r left or right audio inputs in mono mode, 
or stereo. Another internal jumper selects which of the 
three modes will be entered on powerup. 

SETUP CONTRO LS (front-panel, behind locuble 
swing-down door) 
Compressor: 
Left and Right Input Attenuators 
"Master" Band Release Time 
Gate Threshold 
Bass Coupling 
Cllpping 
High-Frequency Limiter Threshold 
Stetto Generator: 
Pilot Injection 
Pilot Phase 
L-R Gain (Separation) 
Pilot ON /OFF Switch 
NORMAL/ MAIN-TO-SUB/SUB-TO-MAIN Cros.stalk 
Test Switch (see text) 
Gener.al: 
Output A ttenuator 
PR(X)F/ OPERA TE Switches (to defeat gain reduc
tion, HF limiting, clipping, and g;iting) 
Power ON/ OFF 
1 tSV / 230V Selector Switch 

POWER REQUIREMENT 
115/ 2.lOVAC, ±1S%, 50-60Hx, approx. l9VA. IEC 
mains coMector with detachable 3-wire "U-Ground" 
power cord supplied. Leakage to chassis less than 
0.25mA@ 115VAC: 0 .SmA@ 2JOVAC. 
AC is RF-$uppressed. 

DIMENSIO NS 
19· (48.Jcm)W x r (17.8cm)H x 12.s· (31.2cm)D-
4 rack units 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 
3S lbs; 15. 9 kg 

ENVIRO NMENAL 
O perating Temperatutt Range: ~ degrees C (32-122 
degrees F). 
Humidity: 0-95'1. R.H., non-condensing 

All specifications subject to change without notice. 
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OPTIMOIJ~FM 
Six-Band Limiter 

Accessory Chassis 

Ordering 
Information 

8100A/l OPTIMOD-FM 
prewired to accept 
8100A/XT Accessory 
Chassis 

8100A/XT Six-Band Accessory 
Chassis 

8100B 

RET-27 

800024-000-02 3184 

Package consisting of 
8100A/ XT and 
OPTIMOD-FM 
8100A/l shipped a t 
one time 

Kit to convert 8100A 
to accept 8100A/ XT 
Accessory Chassis 

Overview 
The new Orban 8100A/ XT Six
Band Limiter Accessory Chassis for 
OPTIMOD-FM (Model 8100A) has 
been created to provide aggressive 
multiband processing for stations 
that desire bright. loud, "highly
processed" audio. Derived from the 
OPTIMOD-AM ModeJ 9100A, 
the "XT" consists of a six-band 
limiter cascaded with the exclusive 
Orban distortion-cancelled multi
band clipping system. 

The "XT" is particularly suited for 
highly competitive pop music for
mats such as AOR, CHR, AC, and 
Urban Contemporary. When added 
to the basic OPTIMOD-FM system, 
the unit creates a dense, consistent 
sound without the pumping or 
other obvious side-effects which 
of ten occur when other processors 
are cascaded with OPTIMOD-FM. 

The new unit is interfaced through 
a multipin connector added to the 
8100A. Most of the existing 
OPTIMOD-FM circuitry is still 
employed when 8100A/ XT is in
stalled. This makes the entire 
system maximally economical, pro
tecting the investment of the many 
OPTIMOD-FM Model 8100A 
owners who feel that they now 
need more aggressive processing to 
successfully compete within their 
formats and markets. 

8100A/XT can be added to 8100A's 
of any vintage. Older units (Model 
8100A) can be adapted to accept 
8100A/ XT by means of retrofit kit 
"RET-27". Newer units (Model 
8100A/l) accept 8100A/ XT without 
modification. (If you have an 8100, 
check your seriaJ label to see which 
model: -A, or -A ll you have.) 

It is important to understand that 
this new multiband limiter is not 
for everyone; it is primarily a tool 
to provide a highly-processed, 
highly-competitive sound which 
jumps out of auto and table radios, 
but which may sound overly 
aggressive to hi-fi enthusiasts. 

The basic OPTIMOD-FM remains 
the most advanced processor on the 
market with or without 8100A/ XT, 

and OPTIMOD-FM users who 
prefer a more transparent, less ag
gressive sound should stick with 
their standard 8100A's. However, if 
you are operating the RELEASE 
TIME control of your 8100A at "4" 
or below, you are probably an ex
cellent candidate for 8100A/XT. 
Under these circumstances, you will 
find that 8100A/ XT will provide a 
smoother, more consistent sound 
with substantially subtler compres
sion and greater immunity to 
operator gain riding errors. 

Please note that OPTJMOD-FM 
with the "XT" is no louder than the 
basic OPTIMOD-FM operated with 
very fast release times and large 
amounts of clipping. OPTIMOD-PM 
is already a very loud processor. 
The primary advantages of the 
"XT" are improved consistency, in
creased brightness on naturally
duller program materiaJ, and reduc
tion of audible processing side
effects-all while retaining the high 
loudness capabilities of an 
aggressively-operated 8100A. 

Installation And 
Compatibility 
8100A/ XT is compatible with both 
single- and dual-chassis 8100A in
stallations. It resides at the main 
8100A chassis and derives its power 
and signals from it through a con
nector in the rear panel. 

Any older 8100A can be converted 
to accept the "XT". Conversion or
dinarily consists of mounting a 
prewired multipin connector in an 
existing hole in the rear panel and 
soldering the wires to appropriate 
locations on the motherboard. 
Minor modifications must be made 
to Cards 1,6, H8, and H9. Card HS is 
replaced to convert the existing 
8100A multiband compressor to a 
slow AGC, enabling it to ride gain 
ahead of the '?CT" processing. 

8100A/ XT requires 31/1 • (2 units) of 
rack space in a 19" rack. It must be 
mounted immediately below the 
8100A mainframe, and is connected 
to it by means of a single short 
cable (to avoid RFI problems). 

o,ban 
Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 

Toll Free: (800) 227-4498, In California, (415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480 
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Order/ 
Model II 

810CW1 

8100B 

OPT-11 

8100A/ST 
(ACC- 1) 

8100A/XT 
(ACC-6) 

ATE-3F 

RCA- 1 

o,ban 
ORDERING GUIDE & 

SUGGESTED LIST PRICES 
Revision 05, Effective 2 April 1984 
Supersedes 21 October 1981, Revision 04 

Broadcast Products 
OPTIM:>D-FM 

Suggested 
Description List Price 

OPTIMOD-FM AUDIO PROCESSING SYSTEM $4,395.00 
Tri-band stereo compressor/limiter with safety clippers, 
and stereo generator. 75us preemphasis. 115/230V, 50-60Hz, 
(Same as 8100A but equipped with connector for 8100A/XT.) 

OPTIMOD-FM with Six-Band Limiter Accessory Chassis. $6,595.00 
(Package deal consisting of one 8100A/1 and one 8100A/XT) 

OPTIONS 
50us preemphasis installed (European standard) N/C 

ACCESSORIES 
Studio Chassis assembly to house compressor stages of OPTIMOD-FM $795.00 
at the studio location in order to optimize STL signal-to- noise 
ratio, or to permit more convenient access to controls . 
Consists of chassis, power supply, metering, buffers. 3 1/2" 
rack mount with locking access door. 115V/230V, 50-60Hz. 

6-Band Limiter Accessory Chassis . Extends performance of 8100A/1 $2,295.00 
system when highly competitive, aggressive processing is desired. 
Mounts beneath host system. Connects through short multipin cable 
to connector provided on host. 3 1/2" rack mount with 
locking access door. 

Interface panel for Harris TE-1 or TE-3 exciter . $70.00 

Shorting connector for RCA BTE-15 exciter. $7.00 

NOTE: For Continental 510R-1, Collins 3102-2 and 3102-1 exciters, 
obtain interface from Continental. Most other direct-FM exciters with 
broadband inputs do not require special interface. 

RET-4 

RET- 27 

MAN- xx 

Retrofit Kit to attach Dolby 334 Noise Reduction. Includes 
connectors and cable assembly. 

Retrofit Kit to convert existing Optimod-FM Model 8100A to accept 
8100A/XT shown above . Includes replacement circuit card, 
prewired connector assembly . 

Additional copies of Operating Manuals are available at nominal 
charge. Specify exact model nl.lllber (shown on serial label). 

Prices are F.O.B. San Francisco and are subject to change without notice. 
Orban Broadcast Products are sold through Authorized Dealers worldwide. 
For names of dealers near you or for further information: 

Toll Free: (800) 227-4498 . In California, (415) 957-1067. 

$45.00 

$395.00 

$25.00 

ORBAN ASSOCIATES INC. &4!5 BRYANT STREET, SAN FRANCIBCO,CA 941D7 

C41!5) 9157•1D67 TELEX 17•148D 803006-000- 05 4/84 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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